
Invite The Outside In
with the SafeGuard Bi-Fold Door
Our SafeGuard Bi-Fold doors have been designed and extruded in Great Britain and are manufactured to exacting 
standards in our own dedicated manufacturing facility. This attractively crafted door is made from premium grade 
aluminium which is expertly finished to the highest standards.

A Bi-Fold door can enhance any home, from a period property to a 

modern design and build project. Its guaranteed to change the way 

you view the outside world, all year round.

OPENING UP THE OUTSIDE WORLD 

With the doors fully opened the boundary between inside and out 

becomes blurred and the true benefit of the door is experienced 

especially on those warm summer evenings.

To ensure maximum weathering performance we recommend an 

outward opening configuration using our standard weathered 

threshold. Although this requires a small step over, the threshold 

can easily be set down to enable a more seamless link. 

Our Bi-Fold doors can also be used as an internal room divider 

using the specially designed level access bottom track. This 

non weathered tracking is ideal for use between rooms and 

conservatories. 

    Please seek advice from your installer as to the most suitable     

          threshold for your location. 



Security Design

Colour

All our SafeGuard B-Fold doors are fitted with multi 

point locking hook bolts to any external access door 

and secure shoot bolt locking to the travelling doors.

Where external access is required a 3 Star Diamond rated Ultion 

cylinder is fitted as standard offering the highest resistance to 

external attack. These combined with a strong aluminium profile 

ensures an ultra secure product.

All our Bi-Fold doors are custom built to suit a wide range 

of installations and with standard designs ranging from two 

through to six doors and from 1.6m - 6m approximately there is 

a configuration to please everyone. Please ask your installer for 

advice on the best configuration for you.

The white has a robust gloss finish as standard whilst  

the Anthracite Grey has a unique textured designer finish.

More colours are available but require substantially longer 

lead times. Ask your installer for more details.

Our most popular range of standard colours are : 

WHITE EXTERNALLY AND WHITE INTERNALLY, 

ANTHRACITE GREY EXTERNALLY & WHITE INTERNALLY,

ANTHRACITE GREY EXTERNALLY & ANTHRACITE  
GREY INTERNALLY.



Operation

Thermal  
Efficiency

Low  
MaintenanceGreat care has been taken to ensure the  

Safeguard Bi Fold door is easy and safe to use.

Its high quality rollers have been engineered to offer a smooth 

effortless glide over the seamless track.

Specifically designed to meet the demands of the 

British climate and the ever demanding requirements 

of the current British Building Regulations the 

SafeGuard Bi-Fold door gives superior all year round 

performance.

Whilst the doors offer maximum natural light when combined 

with thermally efficient glazing and advanced glazing seals  

its overall thermal performance is of the highest standards.

One of the beauties of a SafeGuard Bi-Fold door 

is it has been manufactured to last and is easy to 

maintain. Its marine grade paint finish has been 

applied to last for years to come.

Dependent upon location it is recommended to wash down the 

external finish with warm soapy water at least twice a year to 

remove external environmental pollutants.

It is also useful to regularly remove any debris build up from 

within the upper and lower tracks. A light spray with silicone 

once a year on the tracks is also recommended.

The locking mechanisms should be cleaned once a year and a light 

application of machine oil to the moving parts is recommended to 

maintain the smooth locking action.
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why settle for anything else!
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